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ABSTRACT

River and coastal engineers are often faced
with the task of selecting the appropriate
riprap size for bank protection. Several
empirícal formulae basecl on field and labo-
ratory tests have been suggested for select-
ing the naxi¡num size anal gradation size dis-
tribution of the riprap. To faciLitate
riprap size selection, several colltlltonly used
ríprap design guides presented by the U.S.
Army corps of Engineers (for shore Protec-
tíon) ' the U.S. Bureau of Recla¡nation (for
bank protection), and the california Depart-
ment of Transportation (for both shore and
bank protection) as well as guides from
projects sponsored by the FHWA (for energy
dissipators related to both culverts and
channels) are analyzed. It is found that
alI these design guídes are compatible and
agree vrith the extended Shields incipient
motion ¿liagram for large sedi¡nent sizes.

Several ríprap design guicles have been presented by
various agencies [state of California (1) ' U.S. Artny
Engineering Coastal Research center l2',, U.S. De-
parunent of Trânsportation (g-9) r U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation (_q¿) l. The nâin purpose of this study
is to cornpare these design guidles with an extended
Shields diagran based on recent chinese data for
targe sedinent particles.

EXTENDED SHIELDS DIAGRÀM FOR LARGE SEDIMENT SIZES

Riprap is used to protect riverbanks and shore-
lines, and the riprap size shouLd be selecte¿l so
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FIGURE I C.omparison of incipient sediment motion under wave action'
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that it cannot be moved by flows and waves. The

Shields diagram G), shown in Figure l, has been
generally recognizecl as a valid indication of thê
incipienl notion of sedi¡nent particles. In this
figure¡ K* is clefined as the ratio between the
forces acting on the particles an¿l the resistance
force of the Particles to be moved:

K* = r"/(r, - rÐd (1)

where rc is the time average shear stressr v5 antl 1¡
are thð specific weights for the sedi¡nents ancl

fluid, respectively, and ¿l is the diarnetêr of the
¿lorninant sedi¡nent size.

Re* in Figure I is the Reynolds number based on
sedi¡nent particle sizes. This nunber ís expressed as

Re¡ = uad/z Q)

where u* is the shear velocity, d is the dianeter
of the sedinent particle size, and v is the kine-
matic vÍscosity of the fluid. The Reynolds nunber
Re* can also be treate¿l as the ratio bet\reen the
diameter of the sedirflent and the viscous sublayer.

If the riprap is selecte¿l so that it cannot be be
movêd by the ilesígned flows and waves, the riprap
size should be large enough so that K* is belo!', the
shields curve. The Shields diagram was developeal
for unidirectional flov¡s only. rf one uses the
orbital wave velocity as the unidirectional flow
vel-ocity, the incipient notion of sediment particles
under wave actions can be compared nith the shields
diagram. Data and analysis for incipient sê¿liment
¡notion under wave action by Hou (2) ' Madsen and
crant (I0) ' Bagnold (!L), Kornar and l4il-Ier (12), and
Mânohar (19) are shown on Figure 1. The averages of
all the data points for wave ¡notion seen to agree
with the incipient motíon curve by Shields for
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unidirectional flows. The inclpienÈ notion for
sediment particles under an irnpinged jet for high
turbulent flows by Poreh and Hefez (14) was also
plotted on thís figure.

To use the ShieLds diagra¡n to analyze varlous
rÍprap guides, one must extend the diagram to large
sedirnent sizes because the Re* numbers for riprap
are in the range of f0r to I07. For large sedÍ-
ment particles (ReynoLds numbers 10¡ to IOs),
the drag coefficÍent decreases sharply. As stated
by schtichting (ll):

The influence of roughness on form drâg
can be summarized as follows: bodies
with sharp edges, such as e.g. a flât
plate at right angles to the stream, are
quite insensitive to surface roughness,
because the point of transition is deter-
mined by the edges. On the other hand,
the drag of bluff bodies, such as circu-
lar cylinders¡ is very sensitive to
roughness. The value of the critical
Reynolds number for which the drag shoers
å sudden drop depends to a marke¿l degree
on the roughness (p. 664).

According to this statement, thê shape of the
riprap should influence the drag coefficient of the
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seditnent particles because the sediment particle
shape changes the roughness of the sediment bed.

If the drag coefficient of seditnent particles de-
creases, the drag force acting on the particle by
flow will decrease and greater flows will be re-
quired to move the se¿linent particles. Thus the in-
cipient notion curve of sediment particles shoulil be
tnoved upgrard (eritical K* value for inciplent notlon
should increase).

It is dlfficult to predict the lncrease in K* as-
sociated with an increase in the Reynolds number be-
cause the lift and drag forces on a sediment parti-
c1e are strongly influenced by the orientatlon and
composition of surrounding sedi¡nenÈ particles and
the intensity of the turbulence.

In China several experiments were con¿lucted ln
flood channels to investigate the incipient motíon
of large sedinent sizes. Tâbles I anil 2 give datâ
collected in Hopei and Chekiang provinces (IB). The
limited data shown in Figure 2 lndicate that K*
increases approximately fourfold fro¡n 0.062 to 0.25
as Re* increases fro¡n 10r to 106. This anount
of increase in K* is in the same range as is the de-
crease in C¡r as shown in Schlichting (.lzl. No
data are available to define the dashed line for
Re* between I0r and 5 x 105. One nây conclude
from the Chinese experi¡nents that
For 100 < Rea < 1 x 10s r"=0.O62(7"-7)d (3)

TABLE I Incipient Motion of Large Particles According to Wang (19)

Run
No. Data Source

Flow Depth
(cm)

Energy
Slope

Sher Stress
Gmlcm2)

Specific Puticle
Weie¡t (gm/cm3)

Median Puticle
Size (cm) K*

Reynolds
No.

I

2

Ku-Long mountain
¡eservoi¡

Ku-Inng mountain
rese¡voif

Bu-Cheng River
Bu-Cheng River
Butheng Rive¡
Bu-Cheng River
Bu{heng River
Bu-Cheng River

0.014 1.5 I

0.01 I 1.1 9
0.009 0.855
0.0108 1.03
0.0104 0.988
0.0102 0.816
0.0081 0.648
0.0094 0.7 s2

108.0

108.0
95.0
95.0
95.0
80.0
80.0
80.0

2.65

2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65
2.65

t0.7

t0.'1
9.65
9.65
9.65

7.37

0.086 0.4t2

0.067 0.397
0.054 0.280
0.065 0.306
0.062 0.300
0.067 0.209
0.0533 0.1 8ó
0.062 0.200

3
4
5
6
7
8

TABLE 2 Incipient Motion of Large Particles According to Li (lB)

Flow Depth
Run No. (cm)

Energy Shea Stress
Slope (gm/cm2)

Specific Prticle Median Particle
Weight (gm/cm3) Size (cm) K*

Reynolds
No.

I
2
3
4

6

370.
330.
3 50.
300.
,qn
260.

0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04

22.2
16.5
17.5
12.0
1r.6
t0.4

2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70
2.70

40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0
40.0

0.326 5.90
0.243 5.09
0.257 5 .24
0.1'16 4.34
0.17i 4.27
0.153 4.04
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FIGURE 2 Incipient motion of large Eediment particles.
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and

For Rea - 10s (or perhaps > 10s), r" = 0.25 (7. - 7¡)d (4)

INCIPIENT !{OTTON AND RIPRÀP DESIGN

Channel Revet¡nents Under Unidirectional Flow

In the design of channel revetmentsr the armor stone
along the channel slope should be able to wíthstanal
anticipated current velocity. The eguivalent nini-
tnum size of stone diameterr d, may be calculated by
the following equation that is based on an eguation
by the u.S. Arny Coastal Engineering Research center
(cERc) (2) .

vlQsd)h =y [(7, -7Ðhr] % (cos0 =sing)% (s)

erhere

v = velocity of water acting directl:¡ on stonet
expressed as

v = 5.75 u* Íl.oe 12.21 (hld)l

2L9

h = flo¡p depth;
e = angle of strucÈure slope grith the horizontal

in the direction of flow; and
y = Isbash constant, I.20 and 0.86 for embedded

and nonembed¿led stone, respectively.

Conbining Equâtions 5 and 6 for y = 0.86 (nonen-
bedded stone) and for 0 = 0o, one obtains

x* = 0.M47 lltoe 12.2'7 (hlù12 (7)

The result for a nonembedded stone condition calcu-
laÈed by Equation 7 is shown in Fígure 3 by the
solid curves.

The equivalent rnedían stone diarneter gizes are
given by the U.S. Departnent of Transportation (u.S.
DOT) in graphic forrn in Hydraulic nngineering Círcu-
Iar No. 14 (4). For a flow depth of between I and 3

meters, these U.S. DoT-reconmended stone sizes are
plotted in rigure 3. For conparison, the U.S. DOf-
reconmended stone sizes based on Hydraulic Engi-
neering circular (HEC) No. lf.(3), No. 14 (4), antl
No. 15 Q) are plotte¿l together in Figure 4. The(6)
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FIGURE 3 fümparison of Shields curve and data for engineering design revetments.
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FIGURE 4 fümparison of Shields curve and U,S. DOT data.
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curves for HEC No. 11 were obtaíned by assuning that
(a) the hydraulic radius is approxinately equal to
the flo$, depth and (b) the Manning n valge_ varies
vríth mean stone size Ii.e., ¡ = g.9395 ¿1,/6 (5)].
Note that if the Manning n value is ca1culâted fron
Stricklerfs formuta (i.e., n = g.9342 ¿I/6¡ the K*
values will be lower.

The California Depart¡nent of Transportation (Cal-
trans) presented a forrnula for the calculation of
mini¡num stone sizes. The Caltrans equation nay be
reduced to

r" = lo.ozto ¡¡t"g 12.27 (hld)12 [csc (<Þ - o)] ] (r. - rÐ¿

= \o.ozez¡¡rog 12.27 (hlÐl2l (r, - zÐd (8)

¡vhere 0 = 70 degrees for rando¡nly placed rubble.
Results from Equation I for thro different O values

(0 = 0 ancl e = 45 degrees) and three clífferent flow
clepths (h = 0.5 n¡ 1 m, ancl 2 m) are plotted as
dashed curees in Figure 3.

Riprap sizes of 20 cm and 50 cm are shown as two
straight lines in Figure 3. These lines are plotted
on the Shields ¿liagram and are independent of any of
the riprap size recommendation curves. with a given
flow condition, such as u*, and a flow depth, the
minimum ripräp size can be selected as the intersec-
tíon of the flow depth and rÍprap size for each set
of reconunendation curves.

For the same flov¡ condítion, the differences
arnbng the sizes recom¡nended by the three agencies
are significant. The U.S. DOT recommends the snall-
est riprap size. The U.s. Bureau of Reclanation
(6d) and Henderson QQ) have suggested the curves
shown in Figure 3 for incipient rnotion at the chan-
ne1 bed (0 = 0 degree) and for incipient notion at
the channel banks (e = 45 degrees).

Rubble Structures in Coastal Engineering

The followíng equations used to determíne the sta-
bility of armor units on rubble structures in enqi-
neering may be obtâined from Hou (9) and CERC (2).

d* = iÞ*H

where

iÞ* =0.164 csc(Õ -0')/[(y" -t¡)ltrl (Caltrans)

or

ó+ = 1.2a1 [o" - tòll¡lK¡t 13 ¿s1t 13 g'

(e)

(10)

(1 1)

Here

il* = equivalent ¡ninirnum value of stone dianeter,
H = design wave height at the structure site,

KD = stability coefficient G),
0' = angle of structure slope measured fron hori-

zontal in degrees, and
0 = repose angle of armor units under water

surface.

According to \rave theory and Equation 9, for the
conditions ls/lf = 2.65¡ A = 70 ilegrees; an¿l 0t = 0
degree, as derived from Equations 9 and 10, one has
the result shown in Figure 5:

d* = 0.106H (12)

From the foregoing analysis it appears that Equa-
tion 9 is not co¡npletely satisfactory becausê of the
absence of the wave period, T, and wave number,
2nH/L.
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FIGURE 5 Comparison of Shields curve and data for design of
rubble structure in coastal engineering.

SIJ}IMARY ANÐ CONCLUSIONS

The Shields diagram for incipient sedinent notion
has been extended for large particle size and wave
environment. An extended Shields diagram is sum¡na-
rized ín Figure 6. For Re* nunbers less than 2.0
(point A), the sedinent particles are considerecl to
be small. When Re* numbers are greater than 100
(at point B), the K* vålue for incipient notion is
constant. For Re* greater than about 4 x l0\,
the K* value erould increase 0.25 because of the de-
crease of drag coefficÍent at high Reynolds nun-
bers. This liniting value is indicated as point C
in Figure 6. HoÌrever, the data are rather línited.
I'tore data are needed to establish the validity of
this increase in K* value.
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FIGURE 6 Extended Shields diagram.

For wave notion, greater flow shear stress is re-
guired to cause incipient rnotion; this is because of
the shorter contâct ti¡ne bethreen maximun orbital
veLocity ând the sediment particle.

Riprap sizes reconmended by three government
agencies are plotted on the incipient notion dia-
gram. AII three agencies recomnended mini¡nun parti-
cle sizes for the design of riprap. These sizes are
all below the criteria indicated by the incipient
motion curves. Thus, according to incipient ¡notion
criteria, all the reco¡nrnended sizes should be stable
and not be moved by the flow. Caltrans seetns to
recomnend the largest sizes and thus provides the
¡nost conservative ilesign. All of the U.S. DOT- and
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caltrans-reconmendèd sizes are srnaller than those
indicated by the incipient motion criteria. How-
ever, one must remernber that actual riprap rnay be
subjected to large turbulent fluctuation and thus
much larger riprap is needed for shore protection
than ís indicated by the extended Shields díagraÍr
for incipient notion. Some of the riprap will pro-
trude farther into the flovr than that tested on a
sediment bed under laboratory condítions. This pro-
trusion v¡i11 also affect the incipient ¡notíon of
r iprap.

The riprap sizes recommended by the U.S. Àrmy
Corps of Engineers and caltrans for a wave environ-
rnent are also compared i{ith the extended Shíelds
diagrarn. These recommended sizes are greater than
those indicated by the incipíent notion ¿liagram.
Honever, in aildition to other factors the reeom-
mended sizes should also be a function of vave
period and wave nunber. Recommendations for riprap
sizes fro¡n various agencies are cornpared and ana-
lyzed accordíng to the incipient notíon díagram for
different ranges of flow conditions. All the recom-
¡nended riprap sizes are in the nonmotion region ac-
cording to the extended Shields diagram.

Although the reconmended riprap sizes are nuch
greater than thosè required for incípient moÈion' it
is not safe to use a smaller size srithout further
study of turbulence leve1s near the riprap in the
field and of the effect of particle protrusion into
the flor.r. A comprehensive laboratory test should be
conducted to verify the results of this study. A
unified riprap design guÍde can then be ileveloped.
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